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        Next meeting  11th June 

        Phil Harvey will display Military Medals.        

 

              "Politically incorrect" envelope. 

 

Advertising that comes back to "bite - a 1959 

envelope from James Hardie & Co.   (No longer 

incorporated in NSW)  - in fact no longer known by 

that name.         

Some of the other scandals perpetrated against the 

community were " Ansett Australia,  Bridgecorp 

Holdings, Firepower International, Great Southern 

Group, Rodney Adler, Brad Cooper, Ray Williams and 

the collapse of HIH Insurance. King Brothers, Opes 

Prime, Pasminco becomes Zinifex, Poseidon bubble, 

Price fixing in the packaging industry, Rene Rivkin and 

the Offset Alpine fire, Jodee Rich and One.Tel 

Christopher Skase, Storm Financial, WA Inc 

Wayne Mansfield (Perth Direct Marketing), 

Westpoint,  & Timbercorp. 
...................................................................................... 
      French forget history. 
JFK'S Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, was in France in 
the early 60's when DeGaulle decided to pull out of 
NATO. DeGaulle said he wanted all US military out of 
France as soon as possible. 
Rusk responded "Does that include those who are  
buried here?" 
...................................................................................... 

               Gilbert & Ellice Islands 

The Gilbert Islands after a British captain, Thomas 
Gilbert, who crossed the archipelago in 1788. 
Ellice's Island were named after Edward Ellice, a 
British politician and merchant, by Captain Arent de  
Peyster, who sighted the islands in 1819 sailing on 
the ship Rebecca. Ellice owned the cargo of the ship. 
The name Ellice was applied to all nine islands, of 
what is now Tuvalu. 
The former chain of the Gilbert Islands is now called 
Tuvalu. 
......................................................................................          
 New compound for cleaning used stamps? 

Chemical engineers in China found a way to 

make fabric clean itself when exposed to sunlight. 

They spiked titanium dioxide with nitrogen ions 

which gives it photocatalytic capabilities in UV 

light and visible light. Then they added silver 

iodide nanoparticles and coated the fabric with 

nanoparticles of the new compound. The 

photocatalytic part means that when TiO2 is 

exposed to light, it breaks down dirt and kills the 

microbes that cause odour. The silver iodide 

speeds up the process. And you can still wash the 

fabric the old-fashioned way with water, if you 

like. That sounds good: a spot of sunbathing 

could replace doing the washing.      

................................................................................ 

         Can you donate empty stock cards ? 
Our club auction lots are offered mounted on stock 
cards.  Having sold so many $1 lots to members, we 
now find our supply of stock cards exhausted. 
This is a request for members with spare stock cards 
(or even old hagner pages) to pass them on to the 
club to be refilled & again offered in  future auctions. 
 
Please give them to the secretary, or the treasurer. 
..................................................................................... 
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         Exchange circuit sheets needed.                     
So many purchasers have stripped our exchange 
books of stamps that we need more sellers to lodge 
new sheets of their spares for sale. 
Put your duplicate stamps to work to earn a few 
dollars, and to provide others with the stamps they 
are seeking. 
Exchange superintend has supplies of blank sheets, 
so ask him for what you require. 
Stamp hinges may be purchased from our dealer 
members      (eg. Mike Hill (Ph. 9920 5057)  

............................................................................... 
              Overseas exchange of stamps  
Recently our club was approached to exchange 
specific stamps with a collector in Holland. 
Unfortunately what he was seeking was top-of-the 
range, expensive stamps that are missing from most 
collections. It was pointless to circulate the request 
for those stamps to club members . 
Had more available stamps been sought then we 
would include the request  in our newsletter. 
Similarly, if you are seeking  stamps missing from 
your collection from other members, we will add 
your request to the next issue of the newsletter. 
................................................................................ 

  The world of banking. 

 
...................................................................................... 
  Senior still driving 

    My neighbour was working in his yard when he was 

startled by a late model car that came crashing 

through his hedge and ended up in his front lawn. 

 He rushed to help an elderly lady driver out of the 

car and sat her down on a lawn chair. 

 "My goodness," he said with excitement, "you 

appear quite elderly to be driving." 

 "Well, yes, I am," she replied proudly.  "I'll be 97 next 
month, and I am now old enough that I don't even 
need a driver's license anymore.  The last time I went 

to my doctor, he examined me and asked if I had a 
driver's license.  I told him yes and handed it to him.  
He took scissors out of the drawer, cut the license 
into pieces, and threw them in the wastebasket, 
saying, 'You won't be needing this anymore,' so I 
thanked him and left!"            
...................................................................................... 

               Mowbray Expands 

Mowbray Collectables purchased  the balance of 
Auckland-based Webb's Auction House it does not 
already own as it aims to be more active in the 
country's biggest market. 
Mowbray Collectables is looking to stamp its mark on 
a variety of new initiatives after it coined its first full-
year profit in five years. 
The listed Otaki company posted a $105,616 profit 
for the year-ended March 31, 2013, improving from a 
$184,000 loss the year before. 
Its operations included stamp and coin auctioning, a 
49 per cent stake in Webb's auction house, and 25 
per cent of Australia's Sotheby's Art Auction House. 
In taking full ownership of Webb's, Mowbray 
Collectables also secured a 15 per cent stake in 
Facebook auction platform BuddyBid.        
...................................................................................... 

                     Use Only Valid Stamps 
Cocos (Keeling) Island & Christmas Island stamps 
issued prior to 1994 are not valid for postage in 
Australia.  Up to that year they belonged to another 
jurisdiction. 

 
...................................................................................... 

 Postmen in Monk’s Habits 

The fall of the Roman Empire also meant the end of 
the cursus publicus, the most perfect postal service 
of ancient times. There followed a long period 
without any organised postal service. After all, the 
number of people who could read and write and who 
needed to send letters was very limited. Almost 
without exception, they were the rich and influential 
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people.      They could afford  to send a special 
messenger with a letter. 
Only in Gaul were the remains of the Roman cursus 
publicus preserved. The ruler and the highest officials 
made use of obligatory services of the municipalities 
and stations for the transmission of their letters and 
also on their journeys. Charlemagne probably tried to 
revive the Roman Post. Some evidence has been 
discovered from which it is possible to deduce that 
he established postal lines leading from Auxerres in 
three directions; via Nevers, Limoges and southern 
France to Spain; through Autun and Lyons to Italy, 
and via Paris and Aachen to Germany. 
In the Middle Ages, monasteries became the centre 
of literature, and soon they felt the necessity to 
establish mutual connections. The monasteries used 
mendicant monks and special messengers for their 
courier service, and for the transmission of messages 
and letters. How developed this service was can be 
seen from the fact that some monasteries went so far 
as to build special accommodation for travelling 
monks. 
The development of the old universities and their 

growing importance also soon required a courier 

service. First of all, contacts were needed between 

different universities, and an exchange of 

information; secondly, some of the students who 

were sons from the highest levels of society kept up 

contact with their homes, and in this way, the 

messenger service of universities came into 

existence. The best service was organised by the 

University of Paris. The students were grouped into 

four sections according to their countries of origin. 

Every section elected its own messengers. The 

messengers had to take an oath, and a chief 

messenger was in charge of the rest. They had their 

own brotherhood and their patron saint was St 

Carolus. The service of the university messengers and 

of travelling monks was used by private persons, too. 

The network of university messengers existed right 

up to the eighteenth century.              

..................................................................................... 

     Who will organise club 2014 overprinting ? 
Following  discussion at last month's meeting about 
whether to overprint a sheetlet and booklet in 2014,  
the task is open to any member who has computer, 
organisation skill & adequate time to manage the 
overprinting.  
Once a suitable PO product has been selected he or 
she would place the order to purchase the items, 
prepare a computer template with overprint 

positioning to instruct the printer of requirements, 
obtain & approve printer's quotation, pack items & 
send registered mail to printer.  
Receive & approve finished overprinted items. 
Email details to prospective buyers (club has a list). 
Create sales letter & send to prospective buyers 
without emails, & send to other clubs. 
Co-ordinate sales to club members . Maintain sales 
register, pass on payments to treasurer, package & 
send registered post the items purchased.   
Please lodge your nomination with the secretary. 
Without this role being filled there will not be any 
items overprinted by the club in 2014. 
...................................................................................... 

         Superior Packaged Sales by Canada 
Canada Post provides quarterly packets of their 
stamps for collectors.  This embraces all the stamps 
(but not booklets, or special packs) issued in the 3 
months - the one illustrated is July-Sept - and the 
price charged is only the stamps face value, no extra 
for the convenient packet. 
This saves the collector from haunting the local post 
office every time new issues are released. 

 
......................................................................................                 
 Austrian Jack Brabham stamp.        
On 7th June,2006 Austria released a set of stamps 
commemorating Bruce McLaren, Jackie Stewart, 
Alain Prost, Jim Clark, Stirling Moss, Jacky Ickx, Mario 
Andretti, & Jack Brabham.               
In photogravure printing with perf 14¼  with values 
from €0.55  up to the Brabham stamp @ €1.25. 
Doubtless collectors who are motor enthusiasts 
would have these stamps in their sights. 
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...................................................................................... 

                   World  Kiloware  available 
I am writing to you to see if you have any members 
interested in buying kiloware.  
I used to buy kiloware from the Red Cross for many 
years.  I stopped buying about 15 years ago. I have 
about 8 large boxes in my garage  with about 25 bags 
in each. All have not been opened. All are mixed 
Australian and foreign stamps, a complete mixture of 
everything. 
  
If anyone is interested in coming over to have a look 
then please ask them to give me a call on  
0447 436 171. 
  
 Lawrence Cannings 
2/131, Carrington Road 
Coogee 
NSW 2034 

Lawrence has not indicated price per kilo. 
...................................................................................... 
New Italian Lamborghini Gallardo  police car  
                 at unveiling ceremony.  

 

 

          Punchbowl Stamp & Coin Fair 

            Punchbowl Community Centre  

       44 Rossmore Ave, Punchbowl  

                    10am till 3pm 

  Saturday 24th May 2014 

 Saturday 28th June 2014 

 Saturday 26th July 2014 

 Saturday 23rd August 2014 

....................................................................................... 

 French slow Stamp issues 
The Eiffel Tower had to wait for its fiftieth 
anniversary to appear on a stamp.  Funds raised by 
the release of the 1939 semi-postal were used to 
help pay the bills for the tower’s celebrations.       
France actually released a stamp depicting America’s 
Statue of Liberty before it released one honouring its 
own Eiffel Tower. 

The Arc de Triomphe was completed in 1836, 13 
years before France issued its first postage stamp.  
But more than 80 years would pass until the nation’s 
most famous monument would appear on a postage 
stamp, which was released in 1931.        
...................................................................................... 
 
When they are winning it is always "England", but if 
they lose the name is changed to "United Kingdom". 
Their cricketers & footballers then want to blame the 
Welsh & Scots for their downfall.

...................................................................................... 


